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New Kid in Town
by Sahely Mukerji

T

OP OF THE DAY TO YOU, DEAR
readers. Let me take this opportunity to introduce myself
and tell you a little about where I
come from: I am the new editor of
AGRR™ magazine, filling the very
big shoes of Penny Stacey. I have
been working in the glass and glazing industry since the summer of

tion for auto glass technicians.
Serendipitously, as I take the helm of
AGRR, the issue I open with focuses
on safety. Please take a minute to
read the article on certification on
page 20, and let me know your take
on what I did right/what I missed.
As I interviewed and wrote the article, I realized that not a whole lot

“Even though issues have changed hands
and a few people have retired or moved on, the
focus and the first priority of the industry
remains the same: safety.”
2004, and it just so happens that one
of the first shows I covered was an
auto glass show back in 2005.
Over the years, I have worked
closely with industry veteran Leo Cyr,
and also indirectly with a number of
industry experts, including Bob Beranek of Automotive Glass Consultants
Inc., Gilbert Gutierrez of Equalizer and
Carl Tompkins of Sika Corp.
The one thing that Cyr could not
talk or write enough about was the
importance of safety and certifica-
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has changed since 2004. Even though
issues have changed hands and a few
people have retired or moved on, the
focus and the first priority of the industry remains the same: safety. Unfortunately, though, the number of
certified technicians is still modest,
at best.
As I learn the ropes at AGRR magazine, I take comfort in the fact that
I’m familiar with the primary issues
of the industry. I will rely on your
help to teach me the nitty-gritties as I
move along and make this
magazine a fantastic tool for
your trade.
I look forward to working
with you all. Please don’t
hesitate to call/write me:
540/720-5584, ext. 194,
smukerji@glass.com.
■
Sahely Mukerji is the editor
of AGRR magazine. Follow her
on Twitter @agrrmagazine, read
her blog at http://fortherecord.agrrmag.com/, and like AGRR magazine on Facebook to receive the
latest updates.
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What’s More Important Than Being Right
b y C a r l To m p k i n s

B

ELIEVE IT OR NOT, THERE IS
one subject within business
that actually outweighs “being
right.” And that subject is what I’m
going to refer to as “how to be right.”
A major part of conducting business
is making decisions. Often more than
one person usually is involved within
this process. You, more than likely,
have at some point been a part of that
process and had the right answer, yet it
wasn’t accepted. Why?

Accept the Best Answer
From what I’ve learned through
study and experience, there are three
major reasons why people in business
don’t accept the best answer in solving
a problem. The first up is “position.”
Typically, someone higher up in the organization must approve and often he
or she does not, because the solution
comes from a subordinate; the value of
lower ranking input is discounted. Now,
all bosses claim to be open-minded
and to welcome all levels of input. But
in the real world, they value their own
opinion as being the better choice. Another factor coming into play within
the “position” issue is that the minds of
bosses are often pre-occupied with
conflicting thought processes; there is
too much of something else going on
that inhibits their ability to really concentrate on subordinate input and give
it full and fair consideration.
The second reason is due to incompetence. Yes, there are many around and
above you in business who know far less
than you about a number of subjects. I
recall hearing a regional manager claim
that “being smart has very little to do in
getting to the top of my organization.”
His comment was in reflection on how

6
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“Make sure to protect all involved
p a r t i e s f r o m ‘ c r i t i c i s m i n j u r y.’ ”
the company was hurt as a result of bad
decisions being made by management.
His experience was further validated
through a study completed through the
University of Tulsa by psychologists
Robert Hogan and John Morrison. As
part of their study on learning what
caused people to be promotable in business, they discovered that 60-to-70-percent of managerial employees were
incompetent in completing their job assignment. Most achieved their position
because they were “liked” by their supervisor and not for their business savvy.
The final reason is due to the mode of
delivery. Here businesses suffer a bad outcome as a result of politics and pride.
There are those people who place more
concern over your approach and choice of
words than the merit of your recommendation. It is pitiful to have to admit to this
but it’s the truth and must be considered.

Getting Past the Barriers

>I

First, maintain a balcony perspective within the discussion, meaning,
keep the big picture in mind and do
not become over-engaged. Remember,
your target is the right solution and the
process you follow is critical to hitting
the bull’s-eye. The second tip is to share
the wealth and credit for solving the
problem with as many of these who are
involved as possible. Here, and only in
this situation, is “passing the buck” appropriate. In our case, we’re passing the
buck of credit. The third tip of instruction is to always “earn the right” to present solutions, which simply refers to
attaining permission to share a recommendation. It’s pretty hard for someone
to be critical of you after they’ve given
you permission to proceed. Finally,
make sure to protect all involved, or potentially involved, parties from “criticism injury.” People in the workplace
have a growing need for security and
you don’t want the process of being
right to throw people under the bus.
When this occurs, people’s defenses go
up and progress grinds to a halt. Make
recommendations futuristic in nature;
not critical of the past. When you follow
the theme that you’re taking a given situation and making it better for everyone in the future; everyone wins.
Put these tips to work and you’ll
then be able to afford the time to enjoy
positive progress rather than stewing
over what went wrong.
■

In order to break down any of these
three barriers, two things must be accomplished. First, do your homework
and be prepared with the correct answer or solution; be able to validate
your recommendation. The second is
to make sure the “how” of being right
is conducted the best way possible. To
be more exact in describing this portion of assignment, you must present
your recommendation in a manner
that is acceptable by the target audience. As I always say in an advanced
selling skills course I teach, “it’s not
Carl Tompkins is the global marketing rewhether you’re right or wrong that
sources manager for SIKA Corp. in Madicounts, it’s your presentation that cre- son Heights, Mich., and the author of “Winning
ates the greatest influence.”
at Business.” He is based in Spokane, Wash.
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Cutting Edge

new car installations

2011 Subaru Forester
by Jamie Browning
GETTING STARTED:
For vehicle and glass preparations please refer to AGRSS/ANSI
002-2002 as well as your adhesive manufacturer’s recommendations. Inspect the windshield
for defects and any contamination
that might compromise the bonding of
the adhesive. Also look for any distortion, scratches or defects on the glass
or moulding.1
First, remove the rear view mirror by
turning the base clockwise or counterclockwise in a 90-degree motion. According to Subaru’s service procedures,
the horseshoe-shaped spring located
in the mirror bracket should be replaced upon removal. To remove the Apillar covers (if required) use a panel
tool to release the securing clips on
each side. Move to the exterior of the
vehicle and remove the wiper arms by
removing the two black caps covering
the wiper nuts. Next, remove the wiper
nuts and use a wiper arm-puller to
safely remove the wiper arms; note the
driver and passenger side. To remove
the cowl panel (plenum chamber

cover), detach the five tabs for each
side and remover the corner sections.
Next, unplug the wiper-washer hose,
being careful not to damage the connector. Remove the two clips securing
the left and right side, and also the five
push pins along the front edge, and remove the cowl from the vehicle. Unplug the pigtail for the heated wiper
park area if equipped and remove the
molding from around the sides and
top, and you are now ready to begin the
cut-out process.

REMOVAL:
For the sides and top of
the windshield, a cold knife
or power tool can be used
as well as a wire. For the
bottom, a power tool or wire can be
used. Keep in mind that there is no one
correct method of removal. The technician should use the tool with which
he feels most comfortable and the one
that achieves a safe removal both for
the vehicle and the technician.

PREPARATION:

Trim the existing urethane bead, leaving it 1 to
1
2 millimeters (mm) in
Make sure to note if the windshield
height. Use your adhesive
being replaced is heated in the wiper
manufacturer’s pinchweld primer to
park area before removal.

prime all scratches, if any, and allow
for proper drying according to your
adhesive manufacturer’s recommendations. Please note that only the fullcut method is permitted by the
AGRSS/ANSI 002-2002 Standard.

PLACEMENT:
Dry-fit the new windshield and mark it properly to ensure the correct
setting procedure. Prepare
the windshield according to your adhesive manufacturer’s recommendations, and then apply the adhesive
and install the windshield. Subaru
recommends using a tip for the urethane that is cut at a 60-degree angle
and is 10-mm wide and 8-mm tall.
Make sure the deck height is correct
and the markings on the windshield
line up with those on the body that
were applied during the dry set.

FINISHING TOUCHES:
Install the cowl, wipers
and mirror in reverse order
from removal and torque
the wiper nuts to 22Nm or
16-foot pounds. Be sure to check the
heating element if equipped and wiper
operation before returning the vehicle
to the owner. Check for any leaks and
be sure to inform the vehicle owner of
the safe drive-away time. Also be sure
to record all lot numbers from the adhesive, VIN number, and primers as
well as the DOT number from the
windshield.
■
Jamie Browning was the gold medalist
in the 2009 Pilkington Classic Auto
Glass Technician Olympics. He has more than
17 years’ experience in the AGRR industry.

◗
2011 Subaru Forester
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Price Points

competitive pricing and stats

2011 Subaru Forester

F

OR ITS RECURRING PRICE
Points department, AGRR™
surveyed five major cities in the
United States for the windshield replacement on a 2011 Subaru Forester
(non-heated). As usual, the companies
were told that insurance will not be involved and the customer wishes to pay
for the windshield out of pocket.

2011 Subaru Forester

AGRR also asked shops to break
out parts and labor. When available,
this is noted to the right. In some
cases, shops were not willing to provide the breakdown—or would only
include a portion of it—and this is
noted accordingly.
■

Calling All Readers
Is there a car you’d
like to see featured in
Price Points? Please email
smukerji@glass.com.
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NAGS Part No. FW02985 • 3.3 Labor Hours (calculated at $40 per hour)
NAGS Part Price: $571.20 NAGS Total: $703.20
Chicago, Ill.
Total Price
Glass Price
Labor
Glass %
% off
off NAGS
NAGS Total
Shop #1
$235.00
$140.00
$95.00
-75.5
-66.6
Shop #2
$227.30
$147.20
$80.00
-74.2
-67.7
Shop #3
$264.25
$150.00
$100.00
-73.7
-62.4
Shop #4
$200.00
$120.00
$80.00
-79.0
-71.6
Average
$231.63
$139.32
$88.75
-75.6
-67.0
Median
$231.15
$143.65
$88.50
-74.9
-67.1
Dallas, Texas
Total Price
Glass Price
Labor
Glass %
% off
off NAGS
NAGS Total
Shop #1
$299.00
$225.00
$75.00
-60.6
-57.5
Shop #2
$278.15
$238.15
$40.00
-58.3
-60.4
Shop #3
$188.25
$80.00
$100.00
-86.0
-73.2
Shop #4
$285.13
N/A
N/A
N/A
-59.5
Average
$262.63
$181.05
$71.66
-68.3
-62.7
Median
$281.64
$225.00
$75.00
-60.6
-60.0
Fargo, N.D.
Total Price
Glass Price
Labor
Glass %
% off
off NAGS
NAGS Total
Shop #1
$430.00
$280.00
$90.00
-51.0
-38.9
Shop #2
$342.14
$216.61
$75.00
-62.1
-51.3
Shop #3
$589.90
$571.20
$108.00
N/A
-16.1
Shop #4
$377.00
$223.00
$100.00
-61.0
-46.4
Average
$434.76
$322.70
$93.25
-43.5
-38.2
Median
$386.07
$251.50
$95.00
-56.0
-42.6
SanDiego, Calif.
Total Price
Glass Price
Labor
Glass %
% off
off NAGS
NAGS Total
Shop #1
$345.00
$255.00
$90.00
-55.4
-50.9
Shop #2
$469.85
$319.00
$150.00
-44.2
-33.2
Shop #3
$394.65
$294.65
$100.00
-48.4
-43.9
Shop #4
$276.19
$185.00
$75.00
-67.6
-60.7
Average
$371.42
$263.41
$103.75
-53.9
-47.2
Median
$369.82
$274.50
$95.00
-51.9
-47.4
Washington, D.C.
Total Price
Glass Price
Labor
Glass %
% off
off NAGS
NAGS Total
Shop #1
$255.00
$155.00
$120.00
-72.9
-63.7
Shop #2
$290.00
$200.00
$90.00
-65.0
-58.5
Shop #3
$497.35
$387.00
$60.00
-32.2
-29.3
Shop #4
$238.99
$208.00
$30.00
-63.6
-66.0
Average
$320.34
$237.50
$75.00
-67.6
-54.4
Median
$272.50
$204.00
$75.00
-64.3
-61.2
*Figures calculated based on glass only.
** For columns with N/As included, only the data available was averaged.

National Average
National Median

Total Price

Glass Price

$324.16
$287.57

$231.31
$216.61

Glass %
off NAGS
-59.5
-59.1

>I

% off
NAGS Total
-53.9
-62.1
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glass adhesive yet. The first
adhesive with an FMVSS validated
30-minute drive away time in
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Fahrenheit. We think it’s super.
And you will too.

FOR INSTALLERS, BY INSTALLERS™
For more information, visit:

shatrproof.com
800-728-1817
Shat R Proof Corp. 12800 Highway 13 South, Suite 500, Savage, MN 55378
SRP, ICON, EDGE, AND VELOCITY AND FOR INSTALLERS, BY INSTALLERS ARE TRADEMARKS
OF SHAT R PROOF CORP. TOTALSEAL IS A TRADEMARK OF LE JOIN FRANCAIS.
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breaking news

powered by

LEGAL NEWS

Industry Legislation Sparks Opposition
from Insurance Association and Safelite

L

EGISLATION IN TWO STATES
has caused an insurance association and auto glass company
Safelite to respond with statements of
opposition. The Property Casualty Insurers Association of America (PCI) has
released a statement claiming that the
South Carolina anti-steering bill, HB
4042, is “inconvenient” and could
“raise costs for consumers.”
The South Carolina Senate banking
and insurance committee has passed the
bill favorably, according to a representative in the office of Sen. David Thomas,
who chairs the committee. The bill contained one amendment upon passage.
The amendment includes a number of
additions from the bill's original text,
which would have prohibited third-party
administrators (TPAs) that also have retail divisions, or that have 10 percent

ownership or more in an auto glass business, from referring policyholders' glass
claims to themselves or from using information obtained through its work as a
TPA to solicit business.
The amendment prohibits TPAs
from "requiring that repairs be made
to the insured's vehicle in a particular
place or shop or by a particular concern." In addition, it further provides
that TPAs must, on their network lists,
"include providers regardless of its
opinion of the quality or workmanship
of the provider concerned if that
provider performing glass repair services will meet all requirements of the
policy of automobile insurance issued
by the automobile insurer which the
third-party administrator represents."
“Many years ago, it was common to
have to get three estimates to submit to

COMPANY NEWS
Congressman Visits Guardian Manufacturing Plant

U.S. Representative John D. Dingell (D - Mich.) toured a Guardian Industries plant
in Carleton, Mich., on January 4, and one major point of discussion related to the
growing use of laminated sidelites, according to Guardian officials. From left, Mike
Morrison, president of Guardian Automotive; Dingell; Gerry Hool, plant manager at
Guardian Carleton plant; Robert Joyce, director of global governmental affairs.
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the insurer, a time consuming process
that was not exactly customer friendly,”
according to the PCI statement. “Because most people don’t have the need
for auto body or glass repair very often,
they were very much on their own. Auto
glass damage claims, being smaller in
severity and more frequent in number
lend themselves well to direct repair
programs. Glass repair networks developed and some of these providers
began offering third party administrator services to help insurers handle
glass claims. Consumers have been
shown to like these programs; a recent
JD Power Survey found that people who
take their vehicles to network repair facilities are more satisfied than those
who use other facilities.”
The South Carolina bill reads as follows: “It is an unlawful trade practice
for a motor vehicle glass repair business actively engaged in the repair of
motor vehicle glass, or a person or entity with a ten percent or more ownership interest in that business, and
acting as a third-party administrator of
insurance claims made pursuant to insurance coverage for motor vehicle
glass repair to: (1) refer or steer, or
cause to be referred or steered, an insured’s motor vehicle glass repair business to itself; or (2) use consumer
information obtained in the process of
acting in that dual capacity to solicit
motor vehicle glass repair business.”
Many in the insurance industry are
against the bill.
“This bill would severely limit auto
insurers’ ability to choose business
practices that best serve their customers, limit choices available to consumers for repairing damaged auto
glass and potentially increase costs that

www.agrrmag.com
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impact insurance premiums,” says Bob
Passmore, senior director of personal
lines at PCI. “The ability of glass repair
facilities to help insurers handle glass
claims have shown benefits to consumers. While PCI does not explicitly
endorse specific business practices …
we do support the ability of insurers to
develop and offer innovative products
and programs to their customers.”
According to a representative from
the Senate banking and insurance committee the bill “passed in an amended
form” and will be held by the committee until all committee members can
come to agreement on the changes. If
and when all committee members are
in agreement the bill will move forward
for a vote in the Senate.
Safelite also has released a statement of opposition to Arizona bill
SB1331, which, at press time, was
under review in the Senate’s Banking
and Insurance Committee.
The bill, similar in nature to the current South Carolina bill, reads as follows:
“It is an unlawful practice for an auto
glass repair business that is actively engaged in the repair of auto glass, or a person or entity with at least a ten percent
ownership interest in that business, and
that acts as a third-party administrator
of insurance claims made pursuant to
insurance coverage for auto glass repair
to either: (1) refer or steer, or cause to be
referred or steered, an insured’s auto
glass repair business to itself. (2) Use
consumer information obtained in the
process of acting in that dual capacity to
solicit auto glass repair business.
“After reviewing the additions to the
Arizona auto glass fraud bill, it is amazing to see what we attempted to put into
the bill in the very beginning,” says
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PUBLICATION NEWS
Key Communications Inc.
Purchases Auto & Flat Glass Journal
Key Communications Inc., publisher of
Auto Glass Repair & Replacement (AGRR™),
glassbytes™, USGlass magazine and several
other titles serving the glass industry, has
purchased the assets of Auto & Flat Glass Journal from BKB Publications of Florida.
“Auto & Flat Glass Journal has long been known for providing step-by-step
details and technical information about auto glass installations and we plan
to continue in that tradition,” says publisher Debra Levy. “We are excited for
the opportunity to maintain and advance the technical knowledge base of
the industry. We have a lot of exciting plans for the publication which we will
be sharing over the next few months as well.”
“We are delighted to see Auto & Flat Glass Journal move to Key Communications,” says Brian Burkhart, owner of BKB publications. “The company has
a long, strong history of serving the glass industry and we feel Auto & Flat
Glass Journal is in good hands.”
Levy says that effective with the next issue, the publication will become
every-other-month but that current subscribers will see their subscriptions
extended to accommodate for the change. The name will also be shortened to
Auto Glass Journal. It will be targeted toward installing technicians published
in alternating months from AGRR, the company’s magazine for owners, managers and other personnel in the auto glass repair and replacement business.
Subscriptions to AGRR magazine are free to qualified personnel; subscriptions to Auto Glass Journal are $49 for two years (12 issues). Both can
be ordered by visiting www.glass.com/subcenter.
TECHNIQUES AND TIPS FOR THE AUTO GLASS TECHNICIAN

Kerry Soat, CEO for Fas-Break, Inc., in
Chandler, Ariz. “This bill should cover
third-party administrators as well as
auto glass guys, but as I stated in the negotiations, it should also cover body
shops, towing companies, auto repair
shops and anyone else dealing with
your vehicle ... Now they are attempting
to do what should have been done in
2010 and that’s get to crux of the issues.”
The response from Safelite claims
that a bill like this one would leave 700plus people without jobs in the state of
Arizona.
“This bill is a direct attack on a single

>I

company in a single industry operating
successfully in the free marketplace,”
says Brian O’Mara, vice president of national contact center operations at Safelite. “We currently employ 581 people at
the Chandler contact center, with this
number expanding to over 700 during
peak seasons. Including our other operations, Safelite employs over 800 people
statewide. Further, we are currently
holding a $3.5 million expansion project that would increase our contact center’s employee base by hundreds. These
are all new jobs that Safelite is working
to bring to Chandler.”
■
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COMPANY NEWS

Industry Responds to Completion
of Allstate Move to Safelite

T

HE MOVE OF ALLSTATE’S
auto glass claims administration
to Safelite Solutions, which took
effect at the beginning of this year, has
drawn a heated reaction from across
the industry. Many have expressed a
slowdown in referrals since the January
1 move.

“Last month [ January] we did one
job, this month [February] we’ve
done one job, compared to 16 last
February,” said a Salt Lake Citybased auto glass shop owner on February 15. “Unless we see more jobs
coming soon, we’ll be significantly
down this month.”

RESEARCH NEWS
Use of Call Centers Up,
Agents Down, According to New Study
The way in which consumers contact their insurance companies has seen a major
shift in recent years, according to the latest Auto Insurance Claims Satisfaction
Study conducted by J.D. Power and associates. The study reports that several
agency-based carriers are now encouraging customers to contact a call center,
rather than their agent, to file a claim.
The study reports that satisfaction was found to be higher among those who filed
claims directly with agents; those who filed claims directly with an agent rated the
overall claims experience at a score of 886 of 1,000 points during the fourth quarter of 2011, compared with an average score of 849 among those who utilized a
call center for the same quarter, according to JD Power.
“Not all customers want to
Auto Insurance Claims Satisfaction Study work with an agent; some just
Name
Overall customer
want to file their claim in the
satisfaction
quickest and easiest way possiAuto-Owners Insurance
890
ble, whether that be through a
State Farm
878
call center or online,” says JeAmica Mutual
865
remy Bowler, senior director of
Source: J.D. Power and Associates
the insurance practice for the
research firm. “There still is a significant share of customers who prefer the personal interaction they get with an agent because they value working directly with
a person they know.”
Overall, customer satisfaction remained somewhat flat for the year, compared to past studies, averaging 855 during the fourth quarter, compared with
854 during the third quarter and 848 during the second quarter, according to
the study.
JD Power reports that New Jersey Manufacturers Insurance Co. and USAA
also achieved high scores for customer satisfaction, but are not included in
the overall rankings due to the limited markets in which they work.
The U.S. Auto Claims Satisfaction Study is based on more than 3,500 responses
from auto insurance customers who filed a claim within the past six months. The
study excludes customers with glass-only claims.
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Most of the agents are telling
their customers to go online and
file a claim, the owner said. “The
online process asks for shop of preference and offers two options, but
pushes for Safelite preferred vendors, regardless of how close they
are,” he said. “If you click on the
other box, it says they’ll call you
back. It’s re-slanted toward them.
So, nine out of 10 customers will
choose a Safelite-preferred shop.
We’ve done work for Allstate for 40
years, never have had a complaint,
but this is misleading.”
A North Carolina shop owner
whose company has gained “TierOne” status with Allstate has had a
similar experience.
“Since January 2, I’ve gotten one
job, and that’s because it was a returning customer,” the owner said on
February 15. “On average I’d get four
to six jobs a week before that.”
The shop owner said he even
changed his rate to get more business. “We had to agree to a certain
discount amount, which is 44 percent
off of the NAGS list price with Allstate,” he said. “I increased my offer
to 56 percent discount, but nothing’s
changed. I only get a customer when
they can’t meet the customer’s timeline. When a customer calls, it says
Safelite Solutions. The customer
doesn’t know who to use, so they steer
him to Safelite shops.”
A Connecticut-based auto glass
shop owner says he quickly saw a
drop-off in referrals from the Northbrook, Ill.-based insurer shortly after
the move took effect.
“Safelite has yet to dispatch a single job in three days, with LYNX I was
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getting ten jobs a day,” he says.
Others say pricing has been an issue
since the move.
“Allstate, now through its [thirdparty administrator] now has the
most atrocious pricing in the industry from my standpoint,” says
an Arkansas-based shop owner. “ ...
Soon Safelite will have all the insurance companies under its
thumb and will have to do all the
glasswork since the company will
be hard-pressed to find any inde-
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pendents to do it.”
A Fort Myers, Fla.-based auto glass
business has a different concern.
“The majority of the work that [we]
receive is from body shops in the
area [with whom] he has been working and they have come to rely and
trust him with their glass needs,”
says the representative, “ but we are
not able to install windshields and
bill them to Safelite through the
body shop.”
“The shop is on [the Allstate] list
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and approved by the company and is
able to do repair and replacement
work in the body shops, but has been
banned from the installation of
windshields because it is a fledgling
company, not yet in business a year
to be considered an affiliate,” adds
the representative.
“I’m scared—I can’t tick these people off anymore,” says the owner of
the Fort Myers, Fla., shop. “They’re
big—they’re so big, and you’re just a
little tiny business.”
■

Sika = Premium Adhesive Systems
Benefits - Comprehensive customer (VIC) programs & support
Performance - Broadest product range (SDAT)
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d!!
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Sika = No Shortcuts to Safety!
Contact Sika to learn more about our premium AGR installation system equation

1-800-688-7452
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Legislation

legal updates

LEGAL NEWS

Bill Defining TPA Code of Conduct Passes
Michigan Senate Unanimously

T

HE MICHIGAN STATE SENATE
has passed legislation that could
place several requirements on
third-party administrators (TPA), including the addition of a code of conduct
by which those that also provide auto
glass services would have to abide in
order to do business. The bill passed the
Senate January 26 with a vote of 38-0.
This was the third reading of the bill,
S.B. 306, introduced by Sen. Joseph Hune,
though the final Senate version had several changes from the original bill.
The Senate-passed version states:
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“A [TPA] shall not provide automobile
glass repair or replacement services
for an insurer unless the [TPA] adopts
and follows, when processing, paying,
administering or monitoring an automobile glass repair or replacement
service for the automobile insurer, a
code of conduct.”
Several changes also have been made
to the code of conduct. The language in
the bill that passed the Senate states in
cases where the insured has no preference or prefers a non-network facility,
the legislation would require the TPA “to

>I

advise the insured that the insured has
the right to choose any repair or replacement facility and the TPA shall not
threaten, coerce or intimidate the insured into selecting a particular repair or
replacement facility.”
The final version of the bill also requires TPAs to submit annual reports
to the state’s insurance commissioner.
It includes a provision that TPAs provide a list of “the names of the auto
glass repair and replacement facilities
for whom a preference was stated.”
Industry reaction so far has been
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mixed with some independent shop
owners have said the code of conduct
suggested by the bill needs to be
strengthened.
“Work needs to be done in the House
of Representatives to strengthen the
code of conduct to ensure the referral
process for non-preference work is
equally distributed throughout to network members,” says Shari Montgomery, owner and president of Pollack
Glass in Lansing, Mich., and a member
of the Independent Glass Association's
Michigan Chapter, which has been
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closely involved with the legislation’s development. Still, she is pleased with
the results so far.
She adds, “The Michigan Senate
unanimously stood up in opposition to
the unregulated opportunity of the TPA
self-referral and ignoring consumer
choice.”
Ron Overbeck Sr., co-owner of Auto
One in Brighton, Mich., who also has devoted much time to working with other
glass shops in the state on the bill,
echoes Montgomery. “We’re optimistic
that we’ll still get the end result that we
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need,” says Overbeck.
Brian DiMasi, senior corporate counsel for Safelite, whose third-party administration arm could be affected by the bill,
has a different concern about the bill.
“Consumers demand high-quality
work from network shops. While any
shop is free to apply to the SGC Network,
network shops must have adequate liability insurance, warranty their work,
provide high-quality and agree to fair
and reasonable pricing,” DiMasi says.
At press time, the bill was still under
the review of the House.
■
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According to Lexus, the LF-FC hybrid 2+2 coupe concept “pushes the
boundaries of performance, style and technology.”
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Quality, Fuel
Economy Are
Top Priorities at
2012 Auto Show
by Scott Mason

C

ars went from boxy shapes with narrow spoke wheels
in the 1930s into more aerodynamic designs with
wider steel wheels and tires designed for the paved
roads of the 1940s. During the 1950s and 1960s, huge amounts
of chrome trim-decorated tailings reflecting the country’s fascination with airplanes and rockets. The 1970s brought the
last wave of muscle cars that lasted until the gas crisis made us

“Quality and fuel economy
remains at the top, style
and sleekness reminiscent
f r o m d a y s g o n e b y, a l o n g
with safety and technology
features that make life
better going forward.”
all look for smaller, more fuel-efficient transportation. The
1980s saw a full range of safety features such as airbags and
impact-absorbing bumpers. In the
1990s, cars got safer but started to look
alike, the new favorite of families were
the large fuel hungry SUVs. The beginning of the 21st century has brought us
the crossover that blends SUV with
sedan and has better mileage. What will
be written in 2020 about the last ten
years? The recent 2012 North American
International Auto Show may have
given us a glimpse of what is to come.
The influence from vehicle designs
of the past reflected in this year’s
North American International Auto
Show held in Detroit in early January.

Beautifully restored Mercedes SL 300 Historic was one of the center
points of the Mercedes-Benz display.
www.agrrmag.com
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continued on page 20
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Showtime!
continued from page 19

“A t o u c h - s c r e e n
frenzy is occurring
replacing the once
f a m i l i a r, a l m o s t
standard placement
of the radio and heating/
cooling controls.”
Pedestrian airbags introduced in Europe move
into the North American market.

Ahh, the Return to Accentuated Curves

2013
Lincoln MKX retains the desirable
Panoramic Vista Roof.

Don’t Sit There, Draw on the Windows!

Style is returning in both interior and exterior designs. Once considered a kiss of death for making the
vehicle age, chrome is making its way back providing a
more substantial look and hint of subtle glitz.
LED lighting for and around the headlights is becoming more standard. This interesting design change also
uses LED lighting to illuminate the vehicle’s curvature enhancing not only how the vehicle appears in the day, but
how it “pops” at night. Similar to interior lighting found on
newer vehicles, the exterior illumination can be adjusted
reflecting one’s mood.

I tell my kids continuously not to draw on the windows.
Well, General Motors introduced a feature that encourages
this behavior. Currently named GM Advanced Tech Window,
passengers can now use the rear window as a large tablet.
Adults can search points of interest along the route, communicate to fellow motorist, while kids can be accompanied
by a companion named “Otto.” Perhaps kids will now fight
to sit in the back seat versus calling shot-gun for the front.

Enjoy the Power of Touch
More interiors are equipped with an electronic
control center allowing the occupants to control
comfort and sound, while staying connected.

A touch-screen frenzy is on, replacing the once familiar, almost standard placement of the radio and heating/cooling controls. From low-end to high-end
vehicles, OEMs from across the globe are racing to add
this feature of convenience.

Airbag Protection on the Outside

BMW i3 concept is an electronic vehicle intended
for urban driving but capable of reaching highway
speeds.
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A task force was assembled in Europe to review the approximate 8,000 pedestrian fatalities that occur per year
in the European Union. The bottomline goal is to greatly
reduce these deaths by using airbag technology. Though
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
feels America has more trucks and SUVs in the mix and incorporating this technology is more difficult here than in
Europe and Asia. That said, OEMs with global platforms
are looking to bring this technology to the United States
potentially by year 2015.
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The Eyes are Watching
Cameras will become integrated into side mirrors and the
rear camera back-up assist technology will be extended to
the front of the vehicle. Tie these three areas together for a
complete 360-degree view. As blind spots increase in vehicle
designs, there’s no doubt that the ability to clearly see one’s
surroundings and meet Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard regulations is becoming more difficult.

Moving Forward While Reminiscing the Past
The real story of the 2012 NAIAS was the rebound of
North American OE manufacturing. Consumers finally are
being heard with respect to what they expect in a vehicle.
Quality and fuel economy remain at the top, style and
sleekness reminiscent from days gone by, along with safety
and technology features that make life better going forward.
All of these elements will continue to remain front and center with all of the OEMs as long as the lessons learned from
auto manufacturer’s past are remembered.
■

◗

Scott Mason is a senior account manager for Dow Automotive –
Aftermarket. He is based in Detroit.
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CERTIFIABLY CRITICAL
The Benefits of
Certification Includes
Insurance Advantages
by Sahely Mukerji
hile less than 10 percent of
auto glass technicians in the
country are certified to do
their job—either by the Auto Glass
Safety Council™ (AGSC, formerly the
Auto Glass Replacement Safety Standards Council Inc.) of Glen Ellyn, Ill.,
the Independent Glass Association of
Chandler, Ariz., or the National Windshield Repair Association of Stafford,
Va., (see sidebar)—auto glass professionals say they cannot emphasize the
importance of certification enough.
“Lacking the government regulation for licensing, the next best thing
is to develop some kind of quantitative measurement of competence,”
says Bob Beranek, president and CEO
at Automotive Glass Consultants Inc.
in Madison, Wis., and chairperson of
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“I’d like to see the number of people
taking the test to be much higher, and
that’ll be a task of the committee to
come up with a plan. We’d like to
have a seminar on this at the
Auto Glass Week™ and show
them how to use the tool.”
—Dale Malcolm, technical manager
at Dow Automotive Systems, Aftermarket, in
Dayton, Ohio, and co-chair of AGSC (formerly the
AGRSS Council Inc.) Education Committee
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Equalize
tools andr cut out
blades
10 to 30 %
list price off

STINGRAY cut out tool
Cost $299.00
EXPRESS 360
Cost $439.00
EXPRESS XRP
Cost $525.00
PYTHON Wire Removal System
Cost $525.00

Gold Glass Mouldings
Universal Specials
AGSC Standards Committee. “So, [the
AGSC] program is important for the
consumer to make sure that the technician has the knowledge to do the
job correctly. It’s not a measurement
of skills, but knowledge.”
There are basically two kinds of
certification offered by the AGSC: individual certification for technicians;
company-wide certification called
the Registered Company Program.
The registration program is offered to
auto glass shops, as opposed to individuals. Shops are audited once a year
per the registered shop program by an
independent auditor.
Last year, the AGSC also acquired
the National Glass Association’s auto
glass technician certification program
(see related story in November/December 2011 AGRR™ magazine, page 30),
and both programs are now under the
same umbrella.
“The [individual technician] test
was never designed to measure hand
skills. It validates that somebody
knows right from wrong, and has the
basic knowledge,” says Dale Malcolm,
technical manager at Dow Automotive Systems, Aftermarket, in Dayton,
Ohio, and co-chair of AGSC Education Committee. “I’d like to see the
number of people taking the test to be
much higher, and that’ll be a task of
the committee to come up with a
plan. We’d like to have a seminar on
this at the Auto Glass Week™ and
show them how to use the tool. People are encouraged to email questions about the test.”

www.agrrmag.com

Carl Tompkins, global marketing
resources manager for Sika Corp. in
Madison Heights, Mich., agrees. “First
off, the aspect of certifying is a means
of differentiation,” he says. “Certification validates and is important in the
realm of technician training, because
our industry is one that affects the
safety and well-being of the public.
And when lives are at stake, it’s important to make sure the technician is
accountable for his work. We have a
standard that provides 32 specific instructions for people to follow. That is
the code to best practices.”
It is also important for a technician
to be certified “because the integrity
continued on page 25

ET-107B/BFL 75ft roll
Cost $27.00
ET-201/202/203 100ft roll
Cost $31.00
T-100B 120ft roll
Cost $36.00
T-101-B 90ft roll
Cost $36.00

Single Moulding Specials
DW1265 Moulding
Cost $8.45
FW2064 Moulding
Cost $10.95
FW2500 Moulding
Cost $9.65
FW2154 Moulding
Cost $9.55
FW2314 Moulding
Cost $11.45
DW1293 Moulding

“Lacking the
government
regulation for
licensing, the next
best thing is to
develop some kind
of quantitative
measurement of
competence.”
—Bob Beranek,
president and
CEO of
Automotive
Glass
Consultants Inc.
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Cost $11.45
FW2267 Moulding
Cost $7.75

Other Specials
Single Edge Razor Blades
100pk
$2.50
Heavy Duty Utility Blades
100pk with dispenser
$6.25
Nitrile Gloves
(blue exam grade)
$5.50 per bx
Wool Daubers
$4.50 per 100

Please call for lowest prices on
tools and mouldings,
freight paid on orders
$500.00 or more.

800-506-4444
www.glassprosupplies.com
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Association Certification Programs
There are several different certifica- Beranek says. You can take both tests for
$178 if you’re registered with AGSC or [be
tions available in the market.
a member of] NGA, says Jeff Olive, training
manager at Glasspro Inc. in Charleston,
S.C. and co-chair of AGSC Council Education Committee.
The AGSC registered company program
is a company-wide validation program,
says Debra Levy, president of AGSC. “It alAGSC: The Auto Glass Safety Council lows companies to have their compliance
(AGSC, formerly the AGRSS Council Inc.) is with the standard independently verified
a not-for-profit organization dedicated to by third party independent auditors,” she
the safe replacement of auto glass, ac- says. “We’ve seen tremendous benefit to
cording to its website. AGSC was founded this both to the industry and the driving
and is supported by companies in the public. We’ve also seen shops able to reauto glass replacement industry that keep duce their insurance costs, win court cases
safe installation as their primary goal. and rely on the program in other of ways.
Though the group began as a standards- Shop owners who’ve been through the
development organization, today it has its process tell us it’s one of the best things
own technician certification program— they’ve ever done.”
acquired last August from the National ❙❙➤ www.autoglasssafetycouncil.org
Glass Association (see related story in No"Lighting the way to a better future."
vember/December AGRR™, page 30) and a
IGA: The In®
robust company registration program.
dependent Glass
The AGSC is an ANSI standards develAssociation was
opment organization. It has developed
founded in 1994
the North America’s only auto glass re- INDEPENDENT to meet and adplacement standard, the AGRSS Standard Glass Association vance the needs
(ANSI/AGRSS 002-2002 Automotive Glass of independently-owned glass companies
Replacement Safety Standard). The AGRSS throughout North America, according to its
Standard addresses procedures, education website. Membership is open to all glass
and product performance.
companies that do not also provide claims
It takes 45 minutes to take the individ- administration services and that have less
ual technician test, and that includes 70- than 100 locations.
80 questions, says Dale Malcolm, technical ❙❙➤ www.igacertification.org
manager at Dow Automotive Systems, Aftermarket, in Dayton, Ohio, and co-chair of
AGSC Council Education Committee. “The
master test has 50 questions and that may
change,” he says. “If you have basic training, are going by ANSI standards, reading
trade magazines, Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) manuals,
keeping up with the adhesive requirements,
NWRA: In September 1994 a group of
you should pass the test. Some people eight windshield repairers met in Tucson,
might struggle with some safety questions, Ariz., and founded the National Windbut those are valid questions.”
shield Repair Association, according to
“We reduced the number of repair ques- its website. The founders are Richard
tions, so if a technician is doing only re- Campfield, Jackie Newman, Paul Gross, Ed
pairs then they’d take the NWRA repair Fields, Bill Batley, David Taylor, Dave
test, but if they’re doing replacement, Schuh and Steve Oyer.
they should do the AGSC certification,”
NWRA, glass repair certification program
Malcolm says.
deals with compliance to the Repair of
Pricing for the test is $89 each for Laminated Auto Glass Standard (ROLAGS).
members and $149 each for non-members,
NWRA conducts certification testing
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online. Certification is valid for two years,
and expires on the day on which you became certified.
In order to maintain certification, each
person must successfully complete 1 continuing education units (CEUs) learning
units during the period above. A CEU consists of 20 questions primarily in the areas of
technology, political and regulatory as well
as the general state of the industry. The
questions are developed testing current
knowledge of the windshield repair or auto
glass industry. If your certification remains
current, you do not need to reapply, nor do
you need to take a new written or practical
test. If your certification lapses, you must
start over, according to the website.
“If a technician is doing both repair
and replacement, both [AGSC and NWRA]
certifications are valuable and equally important,” says Kerry Wanstrath, president
of National Windshield Repair Association
and Glass Technology Inc. of Durango,
Colo. “Presently, the NWRA has the windshield repair certification approved by the
NWRA for the ROLAGS standard. Since the
NGA sold [its] repair program to AGSC and
the NWRA picked it up (see WGR Reports
on page 36) and is the processes of combining the two knowledge sets into one,
there is only one Industry: windshield repair certification. Some manufacturers
have their product specific training program and that is all good and fine, but we
are interested in training to the industry
standard ROLAGS. Right now we think we
are the best equipped for that.”
“Certification and the understanding
of ROLAGS ensure that the repairer has
the correct knowledge to qualify and repair damaged laminated glass,” says
David Casey, president of SuperGlass
Windshield Repair Inc. in Orlando, Fla.
“The distinction of certification can increase the level of pride in workmanship
and effort towards excellence in repair
and procedures.”
❙❙➤ www.nwrassn.org

Visit www.agrrmag.com to learn
about adhesive training programs.
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CERTIFIABLY CRITICAL
continued from page 23

“Certification validates. It is important in
the realm of technician training, because
our industry is one that affects the safety
and well-being of the public.”
—Carl Tompkins, global marketing
resources manager for Sika Corp. and
former chair of Auto Glass Safety Council
(formerly the AGRSS Council)

of windshield repair is at stake,” says
Kerry Wanstrath, president of National Windshield Repair Association
and Glass Technology Inc. of Durango, Colo. “If consumers see poor
quality repairs over and over again,
their opinion of windshield repair will
be one that the windshield repair is
less than what it actually is capable of
being. The true repair quality of the
industry leaders is amazing, in my
opinion. Windshield repair is so
much better than what it was even 10
years ago. Companies are innovating
with better methods and resin and
curing technology.”

Glasspro of Mount Pleasant, S.C., is
an AGSC-registered company that
also certifies its technicians. “It shows
our commitment to safety, commitment to our customers, and commitment to our employees,” says Paul
Heinauer, president and owner of
Glasspro in Charleston, S.C. “It’s an
example of how seriously we take
being sure that a windshield is installed correctly,” he says. “There’s no
higher or more rigorous certification
than the AGSC certification. We use
that in conjunction with working with
our urethane supplier, Dow, on helping our people continuously be
trained. We have an internal training
program led by Jeff Olive; he’s the
training manager. It gives our whole
company pride and our customers
confidence.”

™
™

Competors/Aendees
Registraon
is now open!

Visit
autoglassweek.com
and click the
register tab!

“If a technician
is doing both
repair and
replacement,
Registration
Versus Certification
both [AGSC
There’s more in it for a company to
and NWRA]
get registered and its technicians cerc e r t i f i c a t i o n s a r e tified than customer commitment
and validation.
valuable and
Companies should look at certifie q u a l l y i m p o r t a n t ” cation as a marketing tool, says Olive,
—Kerry Wanstrath,
president of
National
Windshield Repair
Association and
Glass Technology
Inc. of Durango,
Colo.
www.agrrmag.com

co-chair of the AGSC Education Committee. “[Individual] certification is a
plus for any company to have, because it’s a great marketing tool to
validate the skills of their technicians,” he says. “The AGSC program is
very in-depth in that the technician
continued on page 26
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continued from page 25

has the knowledge to do a safe windshield replacement.”
The other reason to become certified is the insurance aspect, Heinauer says. “More than 90 percent, if
not more, of all insurance companies through third-party administrators say you must install to the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard,” he says.
“AGSC is the only certification program connected to ANSI.”
Olive agrees. “The insurance industry looks to do business with
AGSC-registered companies,” he says.
“Registration is a selling point that
AGSC has achieved, but now the insurance companies should look for
certified technicians, for the safety of
the customer. AGSC-registered companies will do the installation in the

Work Smart - Work Safe

ISO 9001:2008
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—Jeff Olive, training manager
at Glasspro and co-chair
of AGSC Education Committee
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for both,” he says. “Possibly 30 percent of the customers have a concern
about it.” When there’s low deductible
in auto insurance for windshield replacement, it generates more customer calls in a certain location, he
says. In states such as South Carolina,
there’s no deductible applied when a
glass replacement is done, so it’s covered 100 percent by the insurance
company. “Those jobs come mostly
through the insurance,” he says. “We
find customers asking fewer questions when they have to pay cash. You
need to make sure that your customer-base is aware of the AGSC-certified techs.”
Some customers look at price, and
other customers look for quality
rather than the price, and they’ll look
for AGSC-certified techs, Olive says.
“You are ‘best of’ when you take
safety into factor, and the safest way
to get that is to get a tech that’s certified,” he says. “That would be the best
choice for anyone who needs auto
glass replacement … ”
■
Sahely Mukerji is the editor of AGRR™
magazine. She can be reached at
smukerji@glass.com. Follow her on Twitter
@agrrmagazine, read her blog at
http://fortherecord.agrrmag.com/, and like
the AGRR magazine on Facebook to receive
the latest updates.
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“The insurance industry looks to do
business with AGSC-registered companies.
Registration is a selling point that AGSC
has achieved, but now the insurance
companies should look for certified
technicians, for the safety of the
customer.”

proper manner that AGSC requires.
Their technicians are validated
through the AGRSS Standard. [However] AGSC-certified techs are a step
further and each technician achieves
certification.”
AGSC-registered companies and
AGSC-certified technicians go handin-hand, Heinauer says, because “as a
company owner, what comes first is
having your company AGSC-registered, and then technicians [certified]
within that. They’re both significant.
If you had to choose one, the AGSCregistration is more encompassing
and it’s done in person, by a third
party, face-to-face. However, we’re
very bullish about having our technicians AGSC-certified. It helps them
make more and at our company,
Glasspro, we tie certification to the
wage scale.”
Any person installing auto glass
can become individually certified,
Olive says. “It’s an individual achievement, rather than a company being a
member,” he says. “Both company
registration and technician certification are great marketing tools for
each individual technician and company to achieve.”
When it comes to the consumer,
insurance plays a part in their decision, Olive says. “When it comes to a
knowledgeable consumer, they ask
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THE SCIENCE
OF SDAT

The Ins and Outs of
S a f e D r i ve - Awa y T i m e

by Bob Stenzel

hen your customer drives
away after a windshield replacement, he is relying on
your skills and attention to detail to provide a safe installation. As a shop owner
or technician, you already understand
the high level of responsibility required
to perform a quality installation that will
keep your customers safe in the unfortunate event of an accident. What you
might not realize is the tremendous
amount of testing and engineering that
goes into providing a urethane adhesive
system could also play an enormous role
in the safety of your customer.
Safety and quality have always been
the top priority for most companies and
individuals in the auto glass replacement
(AGR) industry. This dynamic and competitive market is on a constant quest for
new adhesives and processes that result
in faster and safer safe drive-away time
(SDAT) recommendations. SDAT is defined as the minimum amount of time
that a vehicle is required to remain out of
service until the installed auto glass part
can operate properly as a safety device.

W

manufacturer or private labeler to meet
the requirements of FMVSS 208 and 212.”
So how does a windshield adhesive
manufacturer generate accurate SDAT
charts for each adhesive formulation
they offer?
In the late 1980s, several urethane
manufacturers were on the cutting edge
of innovation and technology and
began to crash test vehicles according
to U.S. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standards (FMVSS 212/208) to prove the
reliability of their adhesive systems.
These crash tests were often performed
under severe climatic conditions to
simulate mobile installations performed in outdoor elements.

History of SDAT

Successful windshield retention test shown at point of maximum occupant
(unbelted) load.

In the late 1990s, the Automotive
Glass Replacement Safety Standard
(AGRSS)™ was established by the
AGRR industry through the fair and
open ANSI process. The AGRSS Standard continues to be refined by input
from the industry, all of whom support
and follow these standards.
The AGRSS Standard (ANSI/AGRSS
002-2002) defines the minimum driveaway time to be “the time necessary for a
given adhesive system to attain minimum drive-away strength after an adhesive bonded glass part is set in place,”
where the minimum drive-away strength
is “the minimum properties as defined
and specified by the retention systems

28
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In the mid-1990s, most adhesive
manufacturers typically relied on simple adhesive strength data to promote
the performance of their products. The
strength information used initially was
generated using a pseudo-static (slow
speed) lap shear test method. While
this was important information to acquire and analyze, it did not really portray an accurate account as far as
determining precise SDAT. As air bags
were introduced and mobile installations increased, the need for more precise recommendations and shorter
SDAT also increased.

>I

The windshield forms an integral
part of the restraint system and is designed to prevent occupants from
being ejected from the vehicle during
a crash. To a large extent, the total restraint system, which includes airbags,
seat belts, belt tensioners and knee
bolsters, relies on the integrity of the
windshield and on the adhesive bond
that secures the glass to the pinchweld.
In the case of a front end collision,
where the occupants have not utilized
the safety belts, it is the windshield that
supports the inflated airbag and restrains the passengers.
As most windshield replacements
are performed using urethane adhe-

sives, ambient temperature and humidity play a large role in the ability of
the adhesive to retain a recently replaced windshield during a crash. Cold
and dry conditions will slow the cure of
polyurethane, while hot and humid
conditions will increase the cure
speed.
However,
as
uncured
polyurethane is exposed to cold temperatures, it becomes more viscous,
and therefore, much stiffer, potentially
resulting in shorter SDAT due to added
green strength of the chilled adhesive.
Green strength is the uncured strength
of a urethane.
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“The total restraint system, which includes airbags,
seat belts, belt tensioners and knee bolsters, relies
on the integrity of the windshield and on the adhesive
bond that secures the glass to the pinchweld.”
Determining SDAT
Airbags deploy at speeds of up to 200
miles per hour (mph) and exert tremendous force on the windshield. The adhesive then becomes a critical component
of the retention safety system. Test measurements show that the airbag is completely inflated about 30 milliseconds
(ms) after initial deployment (see diagram 1). The front-seat occupants of the
vehicle begin to make contact with the
airbag about 50 ms after the start of the
crash. Typically the entire crash sequence
takes about 100 ms and is literally over in
a blink of an eye.

Source: SIKA Corp.

The size of the windshield and mass of
the vehicle are of little consequence
when compared to the force exerted by
the occupants who impact the airbag.
Given all of the complex variables involved, several urethane manufacturers
recognized the need to develop an alternative method to determine SDAT.
Through advancements in Finite Element Modeling (FEM) and computer
simulation of FMVSS 212/208, the forces
involved in a crash could finally be un-

www.agrrmag.com

derstood; including the crucial interaction between the vehicle occupants,
airbags and the windshield.
Through the use of these tools, it is
now understood that the forces on the
windshield during a crash event can be
categorized as follows (listed below in the
sequence in which these loads occur):
1. Inertial forces of windshield mass;
2. Forces due to the pressure increase
in occupant compartment during
deployment of the airbags;
3. Load of passenger transferred via the
airbag onto the windshield.
Both the inertial load of the windshield and the increased
compartment pressure
due to airbag inflation
occur at the time of maximum deceleration, about
30 ms after the start of impact. These forces are applied at a separate time
from that instant at which
maximum load is realized
(approximately 80 ms)
due to an occupant coming in contact with the
airbag. As a result, the inertia loading and pressure
spike associated with deployment play a much
smaller role in the total
maximum force applied
to the windshield.
In order to better understand these
crash dynamics, computer simulations
have been employed to accurately determine the direction and level of forces that
are transferred to the windshield adhesive from the passenger via the air bag
and windshield. After completing these
theoretical (mathematical) evaluations,
partial vehicle sled tests have been used
to validate and compare to the computed
values. These sled tests were able to vali-

>I

date that the results of the computer simulations were representative of a crash
situation. Additional validation data was
achieved from full vehicles used in actual
FMVSS frontal crash tests.
The data compiled from these various
inputs have provided very specific information regarding the strength and energy absorption requirements of the
adhesive to retain the windshield during
the crash test conditions set forth in the
FMVSS specification. As it is not practical
to repeat the FMVSS testing at the full
ranges of environmental conditions,
special customized equipment and test
methods have been developed to perform these tests at the high strain rates
identified in the computer simulations
and confirmed using data obtained,
while conducting both partial (sled) and
full vehicle crash tests. It is this need for
additional data, along with the realization that the test speed (strain rate) must
match that of real crash scenarios, which
spurred some adhesive manufacturers
to design and develop high-speed tensile
strength testing equipment capable of
acquiring more than 30,000 data points
per second.
The correlation of the lab-generated
high-speed strength data for windshield
adhesives with the results of full vehicle
FMVSS 212 offers the final piece of the
SDAT model puzzle. Some windshield
adhesive manufacturers have invested
significant resources in order to fully develop and validate this type of SDAT
model. This allows the adhesive manufacturer to determine at various climatic
conditions the amount of time that is required for each different adhesive formula to build up to a level of strength
that is sufficient to meet the FMVSS 212
requirements for windshield retention.
continued on page 30
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THE SCIENCE OF SDAT
continued from page 29

performed a tremendous amount of lab
testing, engineering and actual crash
testing to verify their SDAT claims. If you
are staking the safety of the customer and
their family, your hard-earned reputation
and possibly your business on the accuracy of your adhesive supplier’s SDAT
recommendations, then you owe it to
yourself to ask the following questions;
• Do I understand the data that my supplier has provided to me?
• Am I clear on the assumptions regarding seat belt use that has been
made in the representation of the
SDAT chart?
•
Do I trust that the published SDAT inaccording to FMVSS 212/208.
formation protects the safety of my
customers and my business?
■
tomers drives his vehicle away from your
shop or a mobile installation after waiting the appropriate amount of time as
Bob Stenzel is a senior auto glass redetermined by the adhesive SDAT chart,
placement application engineer for Sika
realize that your adhesive supplier has Corp. in Madison Heights, Mich.

Only after generating and analyzing this vehicle is safe to be driven can consist of
type of high speed physical strength many pieces of test data and some asbuildup test data against a validated sumptions regarding seat belt use.
So the next time one of your cusSDAT model for a variety of climatic

Full vehicle frontal crash test shown
conditions, is it possible to create accurate and reliable SDAT charts that are
ready to be published for a given adhesive formulation. The published SDAT
matrix chart used to determine when a

◗
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Cerium Oxide
Shortage Affects
Industry Pricing
by Sahely Mukerji

A

tiny element is creating big
trouble in the glass and glazing industry. Cerium oxide,
one of the 17 elements that compose
rare earth elements, is the most efficient polishing material for glass.
Many windshield repair manufacturers use cerium in scratch-removal
systems. Float glass manufacturers
also use cerium as a raw material in
the glass melting process.
Glass industry users have experienced price hikes and a shortage of
cerium in the last couple of years. And
even though rare earths element prices
have dropped recently, uncertainty regarding its availability remains in 2012.

China’s Role
China today controls 97 percent of
the global rare earths element market,
according to a November 18, 2011, Fortune article. The country has the
world’s largest supply of such elements
and has been ramping up production
over the past two decades. Higher sup-
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“A s a u s e r a n d s u p p l i e r o f c e r i u m ,
G l a s s Te c h n o l o g y h a d t o g e t
weekly price updates to make
sure we were not selling the product
below our new cost, this created
a very stressful relationship
between supplier and end users.”
— K e r r y Wa n s t r a t h , G l a s s Te c h n o l o g y I n c .
ply levels have resulted in a steep price
drop. However, over the last few years,
the Chinese government has reduced
its export quotas drastically, which, in
turn, has sent prices through the roof.
“The current global situation for
cerium oxide is simple,” says Kerry
Wanstrath, president of Glass Technology Inc., a glass scratch-removal company in Durango, Colo. “For the past 30
years, we have pushed away dirty industries that no one wants to do, either
because of environmental reasons or
the fact that those jobs are manual

>I

labor and hard dirt work for low pay.
Well, over the same time period there
have been willing souls who have capitalized on those opportunities and
now control the amount of product
available to the entire globe.” Those
“willing souls” are the Chinese, he says.
“In controlling the amount of product
that is available for distribution you
control the price.”
Cerium supplies became critically
low in early 2011, says Steven White,
product specialist at Salem Distributing Co. in Salem, N.C.
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“Our suppliers indicate that
the Chinese reduced the amount
of rare earth materials available
for export by 45 percent.”
— D r e w M a y b e r r y, L e n o i r M i r r o r
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amounts of rare earths and protect their prices are going up every day, and
supply for their use only in the next sev- there seems to be fewer and fewer superal years,” White says.
pliers to choose from these days,” he
says. “So far we have been able to meet
the demands of our customers but it is
Effects of the Shortage
Fabricators that need polished becoming increasingly difficult.”
edges and bevels are most affected
by this shortage, White says. “Shelv- State of Global Cerium Supply
ing, trophies, storefronts and
According to recent reports, the price
beveled mirror manufacturers have of cerium and other rare earths eleall seen their fabrication costs sky- ments are beginning to drop domestirocket due to the price of cerium,” he cally in China, White says. “However
says. “One customer has reported with the export tax, the international
that their cost per inch to fabricate market doesn’t see the dramatic price
on beveled mirror has doubled due drops,” he says. “It is rumored that the
mainly to the 6-to-10-time increase Baotou steel plant [in Baotou, Mongoin cerium prices.
lia] shut down in November [2011], and
“Many suppliers began an allocation their subsequent buyout of large
process, which, in turn, forced distribu- amounts of material from other protors like Salem Distributing to also im- ducers in China, was an attempt to keep
pose allocations,” White says. “Some the prices of rare earths high.”
companies purchased extra inventory in
Despite unstable prices throughout
2010, speculating that cerium would be 2011, rare earths prices are expected to
hard to get in 2011, and they were right. stabilize some in 2012, according to the
During the Asia Games and the Chinese Forbes article.
New Year, exports from China were furThe re-opening of a mine in Mounther hindered, resulting in many distrib- tain Pass, Calif., owned by Molycorp
utors and manufacturers outside of Inc., will be a key factor in stabilizing
China to run extremely low on cerium prices in the U.S., Lenoir says. “While
oxide raw material.”
the Chinese sources will not be disLike most folks using cerium in the placed completely, a new source doindustry, Wanstrath has experienced the mestically will relieve the constraint,” he
price volatility. “We experienced a says. The Molycorp mine shut down in
steady and steep increase over the past 2002 because of competition from
two plus years,” he says. “As a user and cheaper Chinese suppliers, but resumed
supplier of cerium, Glass Technology operation in December 2010.
had to get weekly price updates to make
Backed by $1 billion in private equity
sure we were not selling the product from Resource Capital Funds in Denver,
below our new cost; this created a very Molycorp began selling rare earths in
stressful relationship between supplier October 2011, and soon after anand end users.”
nounced third-quarter net income of
Brent Deines, president of Delta Kits
Inc. of Eugene, Ore., agrees. “The
continued on page 34
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“China has steadily cut the export of
cerium oxide internationally about 35
percent from 2010 levels, which were
already 40 percent lower than in 2009,”
White says. “China is consolidating
and closing mines and limiting the
mining, processing and the amounts
allowed to ship out of the country, and
has imposed a $100/kilogram export
tax on pure cerium.”
In the middle of 2011, China doubled
its export quota, but included more materials in the quota system, White says.
“This led to a calculated decrease of 7 to
15 percent on rare earth material supply.”
“Our suppliers indicate that the Chinese reduced the amount of rare earth
materials available for export by 45
percent,” says Drew Mayberry, president of Lenoir Mirror in Lenoir, N.C.
China exported 11,000 metric tons
of rare earths through the first three
quarters of 2011, according to a recent
Forbes article.
The reason for China’s attempt to
close and consolidate mining operations are reported publicly as “an environmental concern,” White says.
“However, Mr. Lin of the Rare Earths
Society says: ‘Prices of gold, oil and
other commodities are all high. Why
should the cost of rare earths not be
high, too?’ [according to an article late
last year in the Financial Times].”
“I don’t know if China actually reduced their output, but the simple
fact that they made it very difficult to
get cerium and the added export regulations created a waiting period that
may have put certain cerium users in
a very bad place,” Wanstrath says.
“This environment allowed them to
raise prices systematically. Amazing
how that works, that if you pay more
for something scarce, it suddenly becomes available.”
The Chinese will continue to influence the supply of the mineral in the
near future.
“The general reports are that China
would eventually want to export zero
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continued from page 33

“Cerium is more readily available
today than it was six to nine months
ago,” Mayberry says.
Wanstrath agrees. “It has been only
the past few months where we have
seen some relief.”
Although the availability has improved, the cost has not dropped.
“We have responded by monitoring
our usage much more carefully than
we had in the past,” Mayberry adds.
For now, cerium suppliers are exploring alternatives, such as cerium impregnated wheels and compounds for
slurries that don’t contain cerium oxide,
White says. “The cerium impregnated
wheels have been on the market for
Handling the Cerium Shortage many years, but (until recently) have
Today, “the overall supply of cerium not been able to gain overwhelming
oxide has stabilized due to a decrease market share due to their difficulty in
use and due to the fact that cerium
in demand worldwide,” White says.
$43.7 million, versus a loss of $10.1 million a year earlier.
The Australian mine of Lynas Corp. is
another source for rare earths elements,
White says. “However they are not
scheduled to be at full capacity until
2013,” he says. “Their primary goal will
most likely be to focus on the higher end
rare earths, which can sell for 2-10 times
what cerium oxide sells for. Also, it is anticipated that they would only be able to
supply 35 percent of the world’s supply.”
In other words, another product
might be needed to take the place of
cerium until its supply gets in synch
with its demand.

oxide slurry polishing quality is currently still the highest,” he says. “The alternative compounds so far can
approach the speed and quality of
cerium oxide, but the best materials
cost close to what cerium can be obtained for.”
“Guardian Industries of Auburn
Hills, Mich., is working to ensure even
greater efficiencies in the use of current materials, while also investigating viable alternatives to fit our
manufacturing needs,” says Earnest
Thompson, director of corporate
marketing and brand management.
“The issue has been on our radar for
some time, so recent developments
are not a surprise.”
As for what the New Year will bring,
“I was unable to polish my crystal ball
because of the cerium shortage,
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therefore my forecast is a bit foggy,”
Wanstrath says. “But there is a major
U.S. supplier of cerium in its raw form
that is scheduled to come online later
this year, so it should help ease the
pressure. However, the Chinese may
start to ease export restriction, thus
taking some of the luster away from a
new start-up anticipating high profits
from their new production facility. Let
the game continue.”
White concludes: “We are all simply holding our breath.”
■

on

REPAIR

Sahely Mukerji is the editor of AGRR™
magazine. She can be reached at smukerji@glass.com. Follow her on Twitter
@agrrmagazine,
read
her
blog
at
http://fortherecord.agrrmag.com/, and like
AGRR magazine on Facebook to receive the latest updates.
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Thermal Cycling Resin Testing
by Richard Campfield

F

IELD TESTS OF WINDSHIELD
repair resins are much more accurate than lab tests. The problem with field tests is that it takes one
year in a four-season climate using an
un-garaged vehicle to get a read on
the resin’s performance in the real
world. The Repair of Laminated Automotive Glass Standard (ROLAGS™)
Resistance to Thermal Cycling test is a
custom-made windshield repair resin
test that mimics the field test, but can
be done in one day.
In the late 1980s, I started a mobile
service windshield repair business in
Southern California. I repaired damage that others could not. I did not
have a problem with filling these
breaks and cracks completely and
made them look great. I thought
everything was just fine. Then something happened that rarely happens
in South California. We got a frost. An
ice-scraper is not something you have
in your vehicle living in that climate.
Everyone had to use their defroster
not just those without ice scrapers.

Combination break
before repair.
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“For cracks and stone breaks,
my requirement is a one-year field
test on the boom of the windshield
w i t h t h e u n g a ra g e d ve h i c l e. ”
For two weeks my phone rang off
the hook. The calls weren’t for new
business; they were warranty calls and
I gave a money-back guarantee. I was
about to close the business and quit,
but I liked what I was doing so instead,
I set out to fix the resin problem.
The first thing I did was to stop
doing repairs off the bottom of the
windshield because all of the warranty
calls were breaks and cracks that were
on the bottom of the windshield near
the defroster. Then I began my quest to
fix the resin problem.
It took a few years to fix the resin
problem and I did so by field testing.
I found out that the resin’s lab test
scores did not determine the resin’s
field performance. In fact some of the

Combination break
after repair.
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Repaired combination
break after exposure.
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resins with the highest lab scores
were the ones that did the worst. So,
going back to what I thought was a
disaster in Southern California actually led to my requirement for resins.
For cracks and stone breaks, my requirement is a one-year field test on
the boom of the windshield with and
un-garaged vehicle. Living in Colorado now is good for that as winter
nights can get to zero degrees and
summer can get to 100 degrees. The
hardest thermal stress on a resin is
going from cold to hot and has to do
with the contraction and then expansion of the glass molecules.
The ROLAGS Product Performance Subcommittee has developed
a resin test that duplicates the field
test, but the ROLAGS test can be
done in one day, costs less than
$100, only requires a heat gun,
freezer, thermometer and a meat
cooking thermometer. (For more
information, see the draft of the
updated ROLAGS Standard, available on www.rolags.com. To the left
are photographs of a resin that
failed the test.
The ROLAGS test simulates the use
of the defroster on an ungaraged cold
windshield.
■
Richard Campfield is the founder and
president of Ultra Bond Inc. in Grand
Junction, Colo.
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WGR Reports
repair news

COMPANY NEWS

Belron’s New Resin Creates Controversy
at Home and News Abroad

B

ELRON IS CONTINUING TO
roll out a new windshield repair
resin throughout the world,
with the latest addition being its United
Kingdom-based brand, Autoglass, and
the claims made in its U.S. affiliate
company, Safelite, has caused it issues.
“It’s the same resin that Safelite [is]
using in the United States and is now
being rolled out across the United Kingdom,” says Samantha Day-Tillotson,
public relations manager for Autoglass.
Belron had announced the launch of
a “newly enhanced windscreen repair
solution” last April, and in July Safelite,
the company’s U.S. division, announced
it had begun using the resin as well.
Autoglass is calling the resin HPX3,
and company officials say it has
“higher adhesion, better aging, low
shrinkage and better color stability”

than the company’s previous resin.
They also say it can “last the lifetime of
the vehicle.”
“...This new resin will provide real
benefits for the motorist,” says Autoglass
managing director Matthew Mycock.
Autoglass also will begin featuring
the resin in its television ads, according
to the company, as Safelite did in 2011.
However, not everybody’s happy
with the quality of the resin. Surface
Dynamix of Sisters, Ore., sent a letter to
its customers in mid-February alleging
that Safelite’s claims about its windshield repair resin are “misleading and
deceptive.” The “failure to release
specifics regarding the lab used and
competitor products leave their results
suspect,” the letter says.
“We sent the letter out to a variety of
our customers and other people

ASSOCIATION NEWS
NWRA Purchases Former NGA
Certification Exam from Auto Glass Safety Council
The National Windshield Repair Association
(NWRA) has completed the purchase of the former National Glass Association (NGA) windshield repair certification exam from the Auto
Glass Safety Council (AGSC, formerly the AGRSS
Council Inc.)
“When the NWRA was presented with the opportunity to purchase the NGA’s existing windshield repair certification program we jumped at the opportunity,” says
Kerry Wanstrath, president of the NWRA. “The NGA program was created by many
of the same industry experts who created the ROLAGS™ Standard. Now, we will
combine the knowledge of the two and have the most comprehensive program
available. This certification program will separate the technicians who pass the
programs test from those technicians who either choose not to get certified or
have not yet acquired the needed knowledge. We hope to see the networks and
insurance companies recognize the value in using the industry’s best windshield
repair technicians. We believe the consumer does.”
Members of the NWRA Certification Committee will be working on integrating
the NGA program with the NWRA program.
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throughout the industry,” says Mike
Boyle, chief brand officer for Surface
Dynamix. “We sent it to people that we
know are impacted by what Safelite
does and it was sent as a way to keep
our customers informed.”
The letter goes on to say that the “industry’s major suppliers’ resins meet or
exceed the technical requirements”
and that the claims by Safelite that
their resin outperforms every other
widely used resin in the market is too
ambiguous and could lead consumers
to believe that suppliers and providers
are using inferior products.
“I’ve been investigating this issue for
a long time. It seems like no one wants
to recognize this 500-pound gorilla in
the room,” says Boyle. “I can see that
Safelite is a big factor in the success of
independent auto glass shops. I have
had a couple of windshields repaired by
Safelite. I observed the whole process
from claims to the end and there were
things that the technician was telling
me that I thought were questionable.
He thought I was a consumer.”
“We believe that in order to satisfy the
requirements concerning substantiation or exaggeration, the fundamentally
important point is to compare products
on a ‘like for like’ basis,” Safelite company officials say in a written statement
provided to AGRR™ magazine/glassBYTEs.com™. “The independent testing confirms, using internationally
accepted research methodologies,
that on a ‘like for like’ basis, our resin
will stay stronger for longer than
other vehicle glass repair resins available in our market. Accordingly, we
hold documentary evidence that
proves our claims on an objective
basis and does not exaggerate the re-
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new products

ADHESIVES
SRP Introduces SRP Icon
The SRP Icon is the newest product
from Shat R Proof Corp. of Savage,
Minn. Introduced in late January, the
SRP Icon is a high-viscosity adhesive
with a high-modulus, low-conductive
formula plus a 30-minute drive-away
time down to 0 degrees Fahrenheit
“The SRP Icon is the
outcome of an intensive
product development
cycle that started with a
customer wish that
ended up as a great
product for everyone,”
says Keith Beveridge, Sr.,
vice president of Shat R
Proof Corp., in a release.
“Once we got it into the
field testing stage in late
summer and through
last winter, we knew we
had a winner.”
The SRP Icon is available in both
310-milliliter cartridges and 600-ml
sausage packs.
❙➤ www.shatrproof.com

rates. This allows businesses to manage and improve phone performance
on any metric they choose, according
to a company release.
With features including call
searching, tagging, commenting and
scoring, LogMyCalls unifies marketing and sales analytics to improve the
effectiveness of both. It has all the
standard call tracking capabilities
marketers expect–a selection of local
and toll-free phone numbers, website
dynamic number insertion, full integration into popular CRM solutions
and Google Analytics, flexible reports,

and convenient data export–in an
easy-to-use interface, according to
the release. It also allows searchable
call tagging and commenting, enabling users to group calls and analyze them.
❙❙➤ www.logmycalls.com

BRIEFLY …
Sika Corp. has introduced a mobile
application that allows users to access
its product catalog from mobile devices
that work on an Android platform.

TOOLS
AGI Introduces Installer Tool
The Auto Glass Installer (AGI) of Houma, La., has introduced the patent-pending Auto Glass Installer to install windshields and backlites in most automobiles
and trucks with a tool designed to carry all the weight. The Auto Glass Installer
is powered by 12 volts, designed with seven adjustments, wireless remote, allaluminum construction, three-piece assembly and 2-minute setup. It comes with
a retractable cord to power the unit and a storage rack that mounts in vehicles
and takes up a 14-inch-by-20-inch area.
❙❙➤ www.theautoglassinstaller.com

Nelson Glass Tools Offers New Remote Control

SOFTWARE
ContactPoint Markets
LogMyCalls.com
ContactPoint LLC of St. George,
Utah, has launched a public beta version of LogMyCalls.com for companies seeking optimized performance
management in their sales and marketing efforts. ContactPoint is making
the beta available to current LogMyCalls customers, partners, affiliates,
resellers and the public.
LogMyCalls has the capability to
score actual calls on specific, customizable criteria to measure call
performance, according to a company release. Users can utilize premade scorecards or customize their
own scorecards to measure anything
from lead quality and customer service to sales performance and close

www.agrrmag.com
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The new Glass Bot Lion from Nelson Glass Tools of Garden Valley, Calif., sports
a newly designed variable-speed pistol grip remote control and new lithium ion
battery. A built-in LED light illuminates the work area, and the battery charge indicator lights let you see how much charge is left, according to a company release.
Compatible with all products in the M18 cordless tool system, red lithium battery
packs provide long runtime, performance and durability. The system has 40 percent more run time, 20 percent more speed and 20 percent more torque than what
NiCad batteries offered, according to a company release.
❙❙➤ www.glassbot.net
■
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industry insiders
people in the news

COMINGS AND GOINGS
NSG Group Appoints New Executive VP

states and currently serves as chair of the
marketing committee for the Auto Glass
Safety Council (formerly the Auto Glass
Replacement Safety Standards Council).
“I am very pleased to be joining the
Guardian Auto Glass team and excited
about the growth opportunities offered
by
such a quality organization,” adds
Nik
Frye.
“Guardian’s local ownership model
Frye
attracted my interest … I look forward to
the future and working closely with all Guardian Auto
Glass employees and owners to grow the company.”
Guardian Auto Glass LLC was founded in September 2010
as a joint venture between Guardian Glass Company, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Guardian Industries Corp., and LRST
LLC to manage the Guardian’s retail auto glass business.
Frye says he’ll remain based in New Hampton, N.H.

Officials at the Japan-based NSG Group has appointed
Keiji Yoshikawa as the company’s representative executive officer, executive vice president of the company, and
chief project management officer. In addition, the company has divided its automotive business unit into two
strategic business units (SBUs): auto glass replacement
(AGR) and original-equipment (OE).
Tony Fradgley will lead the AGR unit as senior corporate officer, and Phil Millichap has been appointed senior corporate officer of the automotive OE unit.
Previously, Yoshikawa served as executive officer and
head of the company’s specialty glass division.
Fradgley has been with the company for nearly 14
years and has held a variety of roles in the company’s auto
glass replacement business, according to information
from his LinkedIn account. Millichap most recently Staff Promotions at Key Communications
served as senior executive officer, according to a June
Key Communications Inc. has an2011 financial report issued by the company.
nounced that Sahely Mukerji has taken over
Penny Stacey’s position as editor of AGRR™
magazine beginning with this issue (read
Frye Joins Guardian Auto Glass
Worthington, Ohio-based Guardian Auto Glass LLC Mukerji’s column on page 4). Katie Hodge
hired Nik Frye as vice president of sales and marketing. O’Mara, editor of Window Film magazine,
Frye most recently served as vice president of sales for will now serve as the editor of AGRR’s daily
news service, glassBYTEs.com™. O’Mara Sahely
Chicago-based Glass America.
He has more than 35 years of retail auto glass experi- has been employed at Key Communications Mukerji
ence and got his start as an apprentice auto glass tech- for the past three years.
Stacey, who has served as an editor for AGRR for nine
nician in his family’s business.
He is a certified continuing education instructor in 19 years, has been named editor of USGlass magazine, effec-

Umble Named Director of Auto Glass Claim Solutions for LYNX
Pittsburgh-based LYNX Services has named Chris Umble to
the newly created position of executive director of auto glass
claim solutions. He previously served as vice president of
strategic initiatives. In addition, the company has hired
Richard A. Palmer III as vice president of sales and marketing.
Umble will maintains his key account management duties
and will take on responsibility for defining and executing
business strategies to bring new value to existing client relationships and to drive growth in the company’s auto glass
claims management segment, according to a company
statement. Additionally, he will be responsible for managing and differentiating the company’s auto glass retail partner networks.
Palmer most recently served as vice president corporate
sales for Mitchell International. Palmer’s responsibilities include directing sales, market development, product management, and client integration and support functions.
“LYNX Services has grown, and is growing, in significant
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ways beyond its original core glass claims business,” says
Palmer. “I am excited about joining this successful organization and the opportunity to further its commercial growth
in auto claims management, property claims management,
strategic first-notice-of-loss services and beyond.”
Umble started his career with PPG Industries in 1986, and
has been with LYNX Services since its inception in 1994. “As
our portfolio of clients and services has grown and diversified, we have a need to expand our capabilities and yet also
focus on the next generation of our core glass claims business,” says Umble.
“We continue to invest in our business and to attract the
talent needed to continue to best serve the insurance industry. Richard and Chris are two dynamic leaders, both with
outstanding resumes and reputations in this industry,” adds
John Wysseier, president of LYNX Services and vice president
and general manager of parent company PGW’s insurance and
services division.
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Sika = No Shortcuts to Safety!

tive with the March 2012 issue.
“I am very excited to serve as the daily editor of glassBYTEs.com,” says O’Mara. “I am already familiar with the
auto glass industry as I have always assisted with glassBYTEs so I look forward to taking over the reins.”
“I’ve really enjoyed serving the auto glass industry over
the years, but am excited to see AGRR magazine and glassBYTEs.com being placed into the hands of Sahely and
Katie,” says Stacey. “I know they’re both going to enjoy it as
much as I have, and I look forward to working closely with
them through this period of transition as I move on to a new
role here at Key.”
Megan Headley, who has served as editor of USGlass
magazine for the past eight years, will begin a new role as
special projects editor, effective with the March 2012 issue.
Following is the contact information: Penny Stacey,
540/720-5584, ext. 148, pstacey@glass.com; Katie Hodge
O’Mara, 540-720-5584, ext. 130, komara@glass.com; Sahely Mukerji, 540-720-5584, ext. 194, smukerji@glass.com
and Megan Headley, 540-720-5584, ext. 114, specialprojects@glass.com.
■

Visit www.noshortcutstosafety.com to learn what
Mike and his brother David discovered when Mike
needed to have his damaged windshield replaced.

800-688-7452
www.sikausa.com
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THE SHOWCASE
directory of suppliers
Adhesives/Sealants

AUTO GLASS ADHESIVE SYSTEMS
SHAT-R-PROOF CORP.
12800 Hwy. 13, Suite 500
Savage, MN 55378
952/946-0450 (phone)
952/946-0435 (fax)
www.shatrproof.com
info@shatrproof.com

Auto Glass

NATIONAL GLASS
BROKERS, LLC
3115 Fry Rd., Suite #302
Katy, TX 77449
281/599-1550 (phone)
281/599-8158 (fax)
www.nationalglassbrokers.com
sales@nationalglassbrokers.com
RV GLASS
COACH GLASS
1400 Cross St.
Eugene, OR 97402
800/714-7171 (phone)
888/714-7171 (fax)
rv@coachglass.com
To place a Supplier’s Guide
listing please contact
Janeen Mulligan at
540/720-5584, ext. 112,
or email
jmulligan@glass.com.

Information Sources
ASSOCIATIONS
NATIONAL WINDSHIELD
REPAIR ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 569
Garrisonville, VA 22463
540/720-7484 (phone)
540/720-3470 (fax)
www.nwrassn.org

PUBLICATIONS
AGRR™ MAGAZINE
Key Communications, Inc.
385 Garrisonville Rd., #116
Stafford, VA 22554
540/720-5584 (phone)
540/720-5687 (fax)
www.agrrmag.com

Software

AUTO GLASS - RELATED
ALL GLASS QUOTES
3344 North Halsted St.
Chicago, IL 60657
312/465-1584 (phone)
www.allglassquotes.com

Tools and Supplies

A.N. DESIGNS INC./
ULTRAWIZ®
111 Putter Lane
Torrington, CT 06790
860/482-2921 (phone)
860/482-8585 (fax)
www.ultrawiztools.com

EQUALIZER
INDUSTRIES, INC.
2611 Oakmont Drive
Round Rock, TX 78665
512/388-7715 (phone)
512/388-4188 (fax)
www.equalizer.com
sales@equalizer.com

LIQUID RESINS/A.C.T.
4295 N. Holly Rd.
Olney, IL 62450
618/392-3590 (phone)
800/458-2098 (toll free)
618/392-3202 (fax)
www.liquidresins.com

Windshield
Removal Tool

REPAIR SYSTEMS & SERVICES
GLASS MEDIC
7177 Northgate Way, Ste. C
Westerville, OH 43082
614/891-9222 (phone)
614/891-9227 (fax)
www.glassmedic.com

EXTRACTOR/CRYSTAL
GLASS CANADA
9508 - 45 Ave.
Edmonton, AB T6E 5Y9
Canada
877/628-8837 (phone)
780/438-5915 (fax)
www.extractortools.com

Windshield
Repair Products

EMERGENCY
GLASS REPAIR
3344 North Halsted St.
Chicago, IL 60657
312/465-1619 (phone)
www.emergencyglassrepair.com
GLASWELD SYSTEMS
20578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
541/388-1156 (phone)
541/388-1157 (fax)
www.glasweld.com

AEGIS TOOLS
INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 259688
Madison, WI 53725-9688
608/274-9254 (phone)
608/274-9395 (fax)
www.aegistools.com
info@aegistools.com
WINDSHIELD REMOVAL TOOLS
A.N. DESIGNS INC./
ULTRAWIZ®
111 Putter Lane
Torrington, CT 06790
860/482-2921 (phone)
860/482-8585 (fax)
■

What’s Better Than
Reading the News?

… Watching it!
View the Monthly
Newscast

PRODUCED BY
AGRR™ MAGAZINE
Scan the tag at right to
view the latest newscast.
Get the free mobile app
at http://gettag.mobi.
Visit www.glassBYTEs.com™ and look for the video icon () or sign up for the daily e-newsletter and receive the newscast when it is first delivered.
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on the road

calendar of events

D A Y /
September 11-16, 2012
Automechanika Frankfurt
Sponsored by Messe Frankfurt.
Messe Frankfurt.
Frankfurt, Germany.
Contact: Visit
www.automechanika.messefrankfurt.com
September 20-22, 2012
International Window Film
Conference and Tint-Off™
Co-sponsored by WINDOW FILM magazine and
the International WINDOW FILM Association
Kentucky International Convention Center.
Louisville, Ky.
Contact: WINDOW FILM magazine at
540/720-5584 or visit
www.windowfilmmag.com/IWFC

P L A N N E R

September 20-22, 2012
Auto Glass Week™ 2012
(Exhibition/Extravaganza September 21-22)
Co-sponsored by AGRR™ magazine, the Auto
Glass Safety Council (formerly the AGRSS
Council), the Independent Glass
Association, the National Glass Association
and the National Windshield Repair
Association. Includes Auto Glass Repair
and Replacement Olympics.
Kentucky International Convention Center.
Louisville, Ky.
Contact: AGRR magazine at 540/720-5584 or
visit www.autoglassweek.com

Visit www.agrrmag.com and
click on “Industry Events” to add
your events to the calendar.

October 11-13, 2012
NACE Expo
Sponsored by the Automotive
Service Association.
Morial Convention Center.
New Orleans, La.
Contact: Show organizers at
972/536-6354 or
visit www.naceexpo.com
October 30-November 2, 2012
SEMA Show
Sponsored by the
Specialty Equipment
Market Association (SEMA).
Las Vegas Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: 702/450-7662
or visit www.semashow.com

■

ADVERTISING INDEX
Page

Company

Phone

Fax

Web Address

30, 46

AEGIS Tools International

888/247-6000

608/274-9395

www.aegistools.com

25, 27

Auto Glass Week™

540/720-5584

540/720-5687

www.autoglassweek.com

37

Banom Inc.

800/227-7694

800/456-8393

www.banom.com

26

Coach Glass

800/714-7171

541/393-5896

www.coachglass.com

Creative Extruded Products

800/273-1535

937/667-3647

www.creativeextruded.com

Dinol

866/596-7772

740/548-1657

www.dinol.com

5, 34

Dow Automotive Systems

800/698-6246

734/697-8228

www.dowautomotiveaftermarket.com

3, 41

Equalizer Industries

800/334-1334

512/388-4188

www.equalizer.com

23

Glass Pro Supplies

800/506-4444

410/228-2823

www.glassprosupplies.com

21

Glasweld

800/321-2597

541/388-1157

www.glasweld.com

Gold Glass Group

800/448-5188

631/981-4299

www.gggcorp.com

21

Nelson Glass Tools

530/333-1269

Not Available

www.glassbot.com

9

NordGlass

248/881-2904

Not Available

www.nordglass.com

Pilkington North America

866/377-3647

419/247-3821

www.epremier.net

Precision Replacement Parts

800/367-8241

800/545-5083

www.prp.com

11, 16

Shat R Proof Corp.

800/728-1817

952/946-0461

www.shatrproof.com

15, 41

Sika Corp.

800/688-7452

248/577-0810

www.sikaindustry.com

Sunroof Express/Night Watchman Co. 800/322-8867

586/498-2301

www.nightwatchman.net

31, 35
7

1, 26

C2, 17
45
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For more information on these companies’ products, visit http://products.agrrmag.com.
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Avocations

life beyond the auto glass business

Of Wild Beasts and Adventure Sports
Kerry Wanstrath, Glass Technology Inc.

K

ERRY WANSTRATH, PRESIdent of Glass Technology Inc.
in Durango, Colo., has stared
at a shark in the eye. Literally.
Wanstrath, who also serves as
president of the National Windshield
Repair Association, is an avid kiteboarder, and his shark encounter
happened while surfing on a kite.
“I was in Mokes [Hawaii] 2 years
ago,” Wanstrath says. “The reefs
[there] are full of sharks and turtles.
Some turtles have three flippers only,
because one flipper got eaten by a
shark. You don’t want to hit the turtles [while kite-boarding]. I was coming inland toward the beach, and I
saw a big object, which I thought was
a turtle moving at a slow pace. I
slowed down to avoid it, and as I got
about 20-30 feet from it, it dove
down. As I crossed its path at 5-10
mph, I looked underneath my feet
and saw a shark. I saw its brown eyes
right under my feet! I made a beeline
for the beach, sat down for about 15
minutes to re-gather myself, and
then went back out again.”
Wanstrath loves most adventure
sports, he says. He enjoys kayaking,
white-water rafting, rock-climbing
and wind-surfing. “Unless there’s an
element of fear, injury or even possible death [in a sport], it doesn’t interest me,” he says. “If you’re not a
little scared, if your stomach’s not
turning a little, it’s not fun.” He’s
been surfing since he was 12, he says.
He wind-surfed for 15 years, but gave
up because of lack of time.
Wanstrath got introduced to kiteboarding 7 years ago when he went
to Hawaii to visit his son, he says.
“We went to the north shore, to the
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Wanstrath surfing,
at left, had his
shark encounter
at Mokes, Hawaii,
above.

Mokulua Islands, or Mokes, which
used to be a wind-surfing spot, and
we went there to watch,” he says.
“There were these kite-surfers out
there, and I was immediately
drawn.” He and his son took a lesson
that week, and got hooked.
Back home in Colorado, Wanstrath
kept up his kite-boarding passion. “I
got dragged through soccer fields,
my kite ended up on a pine tree, and
I got all muddied,” but he never let

>I

that come between him and
his love for the
sport, he says. He
also kite-boards
in the snow. “You
burn so many calories doing it,” he
says. “I kite-board in the snow about
20 to 30 times a year, and then on the
ocean a few weeks a year, between
Padre Island and Hawaii. I also went
kite-surfing in New Zealand last
year.” Wanstrath and his son are
planning a trip to Fiji to go kite-surfing this summer. They will then head
on to Australia, he says.
Sharks or not, the waters Down
Under promise more thrill.
■
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NEED TOOLS?
Think AEGIS® for Great Products, Service & Value

!NEW! AEGIS® GlassHandlers®* Updated Design
!NEW!
M18 Urethane Guns
!"#$%&® Windshield Repair Systems
!"#$%&® Windshield Repair Adhesives
!AEGIS®
Windshield Setting Tools
!"#$%&® Scratch Removal Systems
!"''!()*+,!-,)./0!+1!2+34,!)./!().5)'!
!!6578957!:++'0!;!-')/40

The choice of glass professionals worldwide!
View product demonstrations at aegistools.com
1-888-247-6000 toll-free in U.S. & Canada
email: info@aegistools.com phone: 608-274-9254 fax: 608-274-9395
P.O. Box 259688 Madison, WI 53725-9688
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List of
Training
Programs for
Adhesive Companies
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List of Training Programs
for Adhesive Companies

Dow Automotive’s adhesive training
program: Dow Automotive of Auburn
Hills, Mich., conducts in-person training
to use its products. “We don’t refer to our
training program as a certification program,” Malcolm says. “Certification programs have 1) an expiration date; 2) are
revocable; and 3) have a pass/fail. We
don’t have a pass/fail test. So, we don’t
call it a certification program. We make
sure everyone who takes our program
knows what they’re doing and not fail.”
Dow is an AGSC-registered training
program, so the trainees are also taught
the AGRSS standard, Malcolm says. “We’ve
had 45,000 trainees since 1999, and
we’re pretty proud of the number. We do
give a certificate.”
Full AGSC-registered training takes oneand-a-half hours to three hours. “There’s a
test, and we review each question with
every tech, one-on-one, until they get it
all,” Malcolm says. “If we don’t, either
they get fired or use our product anyway,
but incorrectly.” There’s no charge for the
training as long as the technicians use
Dow’s products. Sometimes the company
does open-invitation trainings with distributors, whether they’re using its product. “We have local reps around the
country, who’ve gone through my training
program, to train the techs,” he says. “We
schedule between four and five training
sessions with the customers.”
For some specific customers, based on
size, the company does customized training manuals. Whether generalized or customized they all get training guides,
Malcolm says.
❙❙➤ www.dowautomotive.com/capabilities/industry/aftermarket/training/
index.htm
Sika Corp.’s adhesive training program: Sika Corp. of Lyndhurst, N.J., has
had an adhesive program for 17 years,
Tompkins says. “We have been committed
to full and appropriate training for auto
glass technicians that utilize our auto
glass system,” he says. “From that commitment and practice, we’ve had a training program that involves face-to-face

encounter between a technician and a
trained Sika person.”
Once certified, the technicians need to
be recertified in two years. It’s a continuing education system, and the trainees are
offered a training manual and are required
to perform installs with the instructor. “In
a training program online or in the classroom, a tech gains knowledge but not the
actual hands-on usage,” Tompkins says.
“We provide a comprehensive training,
where we do an install with them and test
them after, where they need to get the
questions 100 percent correct before they
become a certified tech. We have thousands of techs taking this program.”
❙❙➤ usa.sikausa.com
Shat R Proof Corp’s adhesive training
program: The Savage, Minn.-based company has been providing its adhesive program since 2002-03. “We provide a
training program for our products, done by
sales reps, calling at a glass shop when it
switches to our products,” says David
Osland, vice president marketing and product development. “We cover some AGRSS
components if it’s an AGSC [-registered]
shop.” The Shat R Proof test demonstrates
the AGRSS requirements in Section 9, he
says. The trainees are given an 80-page
training book and a certificate after they
complete the training. The training takes
between one and two hours.
More than 5,000 techs have taken the
test in the last nine years in all of North
America, Osland says. “We still have most
of those tests in our files in our office.”
The test used to be available online,
but people started taking the test without
the sales rep being present, Osland says.
“When AGSC came along, we made the
conscious decision to remove [the online
test], because it wasn’t a good measure for
the training we do for our customers.”
Most adhesive producers do training
programs, Osland says. “It’s a good way to
get people to sit down and think about the
product,” he says. “It’s a dog-eat-dog
world, so we have rotating customers. The
adhesives are all black and sticky, but that’s
where the similarities end. They all have

different primers, how they perform, so it’s
in our best interest to train the techs.”
❙❙➤ www.shatrproof.com
Auto Glass University’s adhesive
training program: Typically, adhesive
manufacturers provide training programs
that are consistent with their specific
product, says Bob Beranek, president and
CEO at Automotive Glass Consultants Inc.
in Madison, Wis. “My training is the opposite,” he says. “I offer generic training
with an overview of how adhesives work
in relation to auto glass. If my clients ask
for specific training, I could give that.
I’m, sanctioned to train Sika and Adco
products, but not Dow or SRP products.”
Most of the time Beranek’s training is in
conjunction with other subject matter that
goes into his AGSC-registered training program, he says. “It’s not stand-alone,” he
says. The adhesive-specific training is about
an hour or two, and the complete training
program’s two and a half days to a week.
“Adhesive companies typically train for
free either at an open house or at a trade
show, so my number of adhesive-specific
trainees are not that high,” Beranek says.
“About 35-40 percent of my trainees come
for adhesive training only.”
Beranek has been conducting adhesive
training in conjunction with auto glass installation training since 1985, he says.
“Urethane training got hot and heavy in
the 1980s,” he says. From 1985-1991, I
worked for a specific company and trained
internally. In 1992, I took my training national, and it became generic.”
The trainees get a certificate after they
complete Beranek’s training. “Adhesive
specific training is continuing training in
the use of the product,” he says. “There’s
no sanctioned certification for that. Certification implies pass or fail. Adhesive
training contributes to technician certification. Our training makes the trainees
ready to pass the certification tests.”
Beranek charges, typically, between
$1,500 and $4,000 for his training. His
online course costs $59.95. Typically, he
goes to the client’s site to train.
❙❙➤ www.autoglassconsultants.com ■
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